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What’s Hot

Lifestyle essentials and tempting treats

FIGHT HEAD LICE

Made in Australia using Australian indigenous flora and
certified organic ingredients including essential oils, ECO.
KID is a certified organic personal care brand specially
formulated for children aged three to 12 years
of age. All formulations boast anti-bacterial,
anti-viral, and anti-inflammatory properties
and are free of silicones, sulphates,
biocide preservatives, artificial fragrance
and colouring. Their comprehensive
biodegradable range includes everyday
products - shampoo, conditioner, body
wash and lotion - as well as more unique
items like hair styling wax, bubble bath
and anti-bug spray. Try the noteworthy
Lice Bomb ($32), which lives up to its name
in getting rid of head lice and its eggs,
using safe and natural ingredients. Created
by a father, who is an environmentalist,
hairdresser and a trichologist, you know
you’re in safe hands here.
INFORMATION info@ecokidorganics.com www.ecokidorganics.com

PAW PRINTS SERIES

Advert

Are you itching for a good story? Do your children love stories
that can make them laugh, use their imagination and have
mischievous characters that can
create all kinds of problems?
Then wait no more! PAW
PRINTS AND THE ITCHY SPOTS

($13.90) is hot off the press
and is Australian expat Sarah
Mounsey’s latest addition to
her Paw Prints series of books.
In this story, Eddie is covered
from top to toe in itchy, red
spots! How did they get there
and how will he make them
disappear? With the help of
his mischievous friend William and his loveable dog Oscar of
course! Find out how this trio sniff their way out of another
spot of bother in this humorous tale. Available in selected
bookstores around Singapore.

INFORMATION www.facebook.com/PurplePawPrints
www.closetfulofbooks.com www.sarahmounsey.com

LOSE WEIGHT

Battle stubborn fat and say hello to the body you have always
wanted, without surgery and downtime! COOLSCULPTING - an
FDA-approved, non-surgical procedure - uses an advanced
cooling technology to safely and effectively eliminate fat
in specific areas of the body
without harming skin or other
tissues. The procedure uses a
targeted cooling process that
kills the fat cells underneath the
skin, literally freezing them to
the point of elimination. Only
fat cells are frozen. Your healthy
skin cells remain healthy.
No knives. No suction hoses.
No needles. No scars. Each
CoolSculpting treatment takes only an hour – perfect to fit into
your busy day. Say hello to the new you!
INFORMATION Cutis Medical Laser Clinics Pacific Plaza Singapore
228210 Call 6664 8167 www.cutislaserclinics.com
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